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With the advent of heavy ion accelerators,new regions of nuclear

spectroscopy have opened up for investigation,and new phenomena and

regularities have been discovered, relating mostly to states of high

angular momentum. The most striking of these is probably the "back

bending" exhibited by many rotational nuclei - the abrupt change in

the moment of inertia at a certain energy of excitation. The

interpretation of these phenomena is still far from complete and it

is generally believed that the determination of the g-factors of the

relevant nuclear levels will be of critical importance in the elucidation

of the nature of the processes involved, similar to the role played by

systematics of magnetic moments in the now classical nuclear spectroscopy

and nuclear structure studies.
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There are a number of problems associated with such measurements .

First, as the relevant nuclear states are usually at high excitation

energies, the aean lives of those states tend to be short - of the

order of a few picoseconds or less - and very high magnetic fields are

required for the measurements, 50 Megagauss or more. Such fields are

available only as hyperfine fields of electrons on other charged particles

that are moving in close proximity to the nucleus. Second - the large

angular momentum of those nuclear states in itself poses some

difficult problems. In the sequel we shall discuss these problems as

well as means for their circumvention.

We shall consider here for the most part nuclei that recoil from

a nuclear reaction at high speed and move in either vacuum or gas. The

environment of these nuclei are the isolated ions with which



they are associated. It has been established that the hyperfine

interaction with such ions is primarily magnetic,and in fact no trace

of an electric quadrupole interaction could be found even in extreme

cases where large nuclear quadrupole moments were involved.

We consider first the symmetry of the nuclear and the ionic systems:

The nuclei under observation usually have a symmetry axis along the

impinging particle beam.e.g. if de-excitation gamma rays are observed

either directly or in coincidence with backscattered particles or reaction

products detected in an annular counter. There are, however,

exceptions : particle detection systems that are not cylindrically

symmetric around the beam axis.

The ions usually have a symmetry axis along the recoil direction, but

theve are exceptions to that too- e.g. if the foil is not normal to the

recoil axis (the so-called "tilted foil" geometry) \

We see that in most cases the nuclear and ionic symmetry axis

coincide. The hyperfine interaction then does not affect the symmetry

of the y radiation emitted from the perturbed state, the emission pattern

will be only attenuated. We shall examine in the following a special

but representative case with an isotropic ionic environment - and we

shall see that if the angular distribution of the de-excitation Y'S

is initially given by:

then the
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W(9}= I A. P (cos 9)
k k *

then the hyperfine interaction will transform it into:

Ve)
(cos9)

Where G. are the attenuation coefficients. For small perturbations

or small precession angles, o>t , of the nuclei in the hyperfine fields,

the attenuation coefficients will be shown to be of the form:

1- \ • ak" Bit

This is evidently a neasurement of second order in the precession

angle and is, specifically, insensitive to the sign of the nuclear

g-factor.
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If the nuclear and ionic systems do not have identical symmetry

axes and if in addition one of the systems is polarized {e.g. in

"tilted foils") then the hyperfine interaction will have a polarized

component. We shall later examine such a case in the special condition

of orthogonal nuclear and ionic symaetry axes. For small perturbations

we shall then find the perturbed distribution of y's to be of the form:

W(9-B) -v. W(8) ut

This il
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This is a measurement of first order in the precession angle and is

obviously a more powerful and revealing measurement than symmetric

attenuation, but until now the scope of such measurements (in the
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context of isolated ions) was very restricted due to the limited

polarization that has been achieved so far.

The hyperfine field

The Hamiltonian for the Ml interaction of a nucleus with a bound

electron can be written in the non relativistic limit as :

and we can

{ ^ ft.?}- l + Ji

here y is the nuclear magnetic moment operator and all other parameters

refer to the electron.

We write:

"Ml

defining the field operator

have:

due to the

of Iz.

In anal

V and fi operate in the spaces I, Mj and J, M respectively. According

to the Wigner-Eckart theorem the matrix elements of such vector operators

depend on the angular momentum variables in a purely georetric way

and their individual character is revealed only in a factor of

proportionality, the reduced matrix element. In particular, for the

matrix elements of the scalar product of two vector operators T.U in

the spaces I, J respectively, with I, J adding to a total angular momentup

F, H_, we have 3).

and theret

and:

due to th<
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and we can
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and we can therefore write:

vith a bound

' a (2)

0)
with: a = - tl I) u II » ( J 1) fill J)

(I | | t | | i)(j | | J | | J)

We have:
11 other parameters have:

(i II T I! i) a . i I iz I i.i)
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due to the

of Iz.

due to the definition of the magnetic moment u and the matrix elements

of Iz.

In anal In analogy to \i, the hyperfine field H(o) is defined by:
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and therefore:

and:
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due to thi
due to the definition of the nuclear g factor as:
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HCo) is computed in ref.2) for hydrogen-like ions as :

H(o) = K -=—= ; K = 2 - 4 = 0.12S Megagauss; a = JT/me2 (3)
(t*i/2)(j + l) af

in particular for s electrons U=o, j= 1/2):

If the r

number, ar.<

PM M1 =

H(o) « K1 ̂ j ; K1 - j -j» 0.167 Megagauss
n a«

(3a) the equatil

The Hamiltonian (2) commutes with : F = I + J

We have: F * I + .1" + 2(I,J)

and therefore:

and transi

= E e j
F F'

HM1 " f {F - J " J*}

and the eigenvalues of R, are given by:

introduriJ

parameter^

For give; j

The effect of the interaction (2) on the nuclear ensemble is given by

the equation of motion: for J = I
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for the n>j
for the nuclear density matrix p in the space of

If the nuci

number, and

PM M' " °M|

(3)

p = PM M' ; M = Ml

If the nuclear system has a symmetry axis z, I = M is a good quantum

nuaber, and if CL, is the relative number of nuclei in the state M then:

PM M' * 5M M' °M ; * °M * 1

the equatij (3a) the equation of motion is solved formally by:

P(t) = e p(o]e
i HMl t / f i

and transi and transforming to the diagonal scheme F,

PMM'l':

= Z e
F F' F F'

M M1

F F1

•" Vx.F,

<F|W>p (o)<M'|F'>e
M M'

UF F' * If { F(F+1) " F'(F'+1>} (4)

introduriJ

parameter^

For givei J

for J =

iimble is given by

introducing the hyperfine frequencies <u_ _, and the perturbation

parameters X F p l-

For given I, J the number of u p p I is given by:

J(2J+1) if J < I

1(21+1) if J > I

for J * 1/2 there is only one u_ _.:

C5]



-1*1/2,1-1/2 = k C 2 I + " =u'

The expression for pM Mi(t) above is calculated in more detail in

general and in some specific cases in,e.g. refs. 4) and 5]. We shall not

follow those calculations here but rather consider some simple situations

and simplified calculations following the vector coupling model, in

order to exhibit the main features of the interaction process.

Approximation for HFI within an isotropic ionic ensemble for small J/I

Consider the coupling scheme in the figure: T + J * ?, where we

assume for the sake of simplicity and ease of calculation that J/l«l,

The vector f is a constant of motion and the motion of the vector "t will

therefore proceed as a turning of the triangle T, 3, t around ?.

(6)

We read from I

x ^ J sin

tut
v = 2x sin —-

We assume

have to aveiad

Let us integT

its original

evaluate the

V(B') =E A
k

1(0)
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n of the vector t will

?, F* around F".

x ^ J sin a

ut_
2y = 2x sin — i, 2J sin a sin -j—

ot_ = 2£
sin ut)

We assume J to be distributed uniformly in space, and we therefore

have to average over its direction, integrating over d? sin a da .

Let us integrate first over d*. the azimuthal angle. This will move T from

its original position to a cone around T(o) with opening angled. In order to

evaluate the effect of this transformation on the angular distribution

V(Q'~) =E A. P. (:os 9'), we write:
k

pk(cose:) - jgj- t ykq (9.*•) Ykq(ft*)*
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and we obtain in -.1

57]

We get:

W(6,t,cO = ±7 I WCe'W 2

0

with:

Gk(t,a)

Gk Ct,a)Pk (cose]

integrating now ov

and the"integral

We wish to evaluate this attenuation coefficient for small 1/

Pk(cos>') is a solution of the differential equation:

U-x-)
d Pk(x)

- 2x + k(k+l)P (x) = o
dx

x = cos v

set: u = 1 - x , then:

C2-u)u

For u -.

* \

du

* o:

2

d

+ 2

Pk

du

(u)

d

kl

Pk^

du

u)

•v
1

* k(k+l)Pk(u) = o

Pk(u) = o

The attenuati

motion as t incred

gradually and s

and:
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ie"integral

(7

br small 1/ .

11

and we obtain in this limit:

• 2
(l-cosut)

integrating now over sin a da we get:

W(8, i r
},t) = ~\ W(e,t,o)sina da = t

o

Gk(t) = j fGk(t,a)sina da = 1-

o

and the"integral attenuation coefficient" G^, for:

w(e) = M w(e,t)e" t/Tdt

(y-)2 (l-cosut)

The attenuate

n as t increa

allv and stea

(6a)

The attenuation coefficients GkCt) are seen to go through a "breathing"

motion as t increases, whereas the integral attenuation coefficint G, decreases

gradually and steadily with T. Both coefficients attain a minimum value:

= 1- |

k min 3

(i) ;

(7O" > UT -* « ("hard core")

(7)

("a)
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The origin of this limitation can be seen clearly in our vector

construction. It is obvious from (7), (7a) that the range of variability of

G, (t), G, becomes more and more restricted as j increases. This is

the core of the problem of observing motions induced by hyperfine interaction

in nuclear states of high spin.

Let us now examin the limit of (6a) for small perturbations:

k * H— ^Tk
(DT+O

2 , k(k+l) , .2
= ^ — oT ' °°

introducing the frequency n>0.

( ̂

The

move its
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t i r l

«l l
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,1' and:

th'M

1

I t var
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Borfine

1
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I
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In order to examine the significance of u and « more closely we consider

the triangle T, J, F in a special case: T J- J, representing in a sense the

"mean" position of J relative to t.

is, ther^J^ closely

in the dirc^H-'g i n a se

u is the and

circle of tJ

The rr|

mechanical
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The

move its

(for J/I

hyp

tip

«1

If we c

along 3,

u' and:
0

th"

ur vector

>f variability of

. This is

crfine interaction

tions:

we h

(l1-)

iu is, ther o closely we consider

in the dire -g in a sense the

The hyperfine field, initially in the direction of 1, acts on T so as to

move its tip with a "velocity" v , and as the triangle t, J,? turns we have

(for J/I « 1 ) : v = UJJ.

If we consider a hypothetical case where the hyperfine field is fixed

along 3, the motion would be a precession around J with an angular frequency

a1 and:

V =<!)• I
0

we have: u ' =7-10 = u
0 1 0

u is, therefore, the angular frequency associated with a fixed magnetic field

in the direction J, and it is Teasonable to assume:

8 H(o)

u) is the an

circle of t

w is the angular frequency around t and it increases as I/J increases and the

circle of turning becomes tighter:

HCo)

The re

mechanical

The relations we have derived here are confirmed in rigourous quantum

mechanical calculations which yield for the limit considered in (7a):
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Jk min '

J/I - o

k/I •+ o

k(k+l) -4J(J + 1)
3 (2I + 1) 2

and

W..,. ,T -* O

J+l
g H(O)

CIO)

We see that for small HIT the motion can be viewed as a precession

(properly averaged over field orientation) in a fixed field with the

"classical" frequency (DQ . Only as CUT becomes appreciable is the coupling

"turned on" and the motion acquires the characteristics of the spinning

T, J,? triangle, with a frequency us or "Jppi that depends on I ard J.

The relation (8) or (10) is the key to I-independent measurements.

In the form in which the relation is stated this is not at all obvious since

then clearly G. ^ 1, but we shall see later that it is possible to build up

an appreciable perturbation in many steps of small precessions, each of which

is sufficiently small to guarantee I-independence.

We note, finally, that the limiting relation (9), together with

(6), (6a)acquires general validity in the special case: J * 1/2:

Polarized HFI

This is a

and we anticir

precession)aro

We can dc

J by its (conr

direction:

the polar

This is t

anj the angul3

we note that t

not a) t « I .
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G. (t) = 1-
V fk+l)

(1 - COS ai't)

. for J = 1/2

(21+1)* 1+U't)'

a 21+1 M " Wa 21+1
J = a r " "2J

(11)

(11a)

(lib)

olarized HFI
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We can do
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J the angula

g H(o)
(10)

•d as a precession

field with the

iable is the coupling

cs of the spinning

-^ends on I and J.

ndent measurements.

?t at all obvious since

j possible to build up

ecessions. each of which

, together with

e: J * 1/2:

Polarized HFI for snail uit

This is again a situation where the field can be presumed to be fixed

and we anticipate a precession with frequency u> • this case a coherent

precession)around J.

We can derive the »otion directly from (2) by replacing the operator

J by its (constant) expectation value <J> which we take to be in the z

direction:

H ^ = a(f, J) * a(t, <J>) . a l 2 < H >

<Jz>
the polarization p is given by — = — , and therefore:

= a J

This is the Haniltonian for motion in a fixed field H, : H = H(o) p,,

and the angular distribution is given by:

note that t

r C
Wp(v.t) * W(V-«.pt) ; u.p

we note that the condition for the applicability of (12) is ut « 1, and

(12)

not ID t « 1.
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(11)

(Ha)

(lib)

The relation (12) for u> again confirms our interpretation of ii)Q as a

precession frequency around J, appropriate for small int.

We finally give here a short resume of the various hyperfine frequencies

that we have dealt with:

around F: u. .> or ti as an approximation

">' " UI • 1/2. I - 1/2 * C2I+1)alc
for J ' 1/2

rfir

around ? (significant for sraall <Dp F,t, ut):

di- or o) as an approximation.
J o

We ther

excitation t

(12)

Specific Ionic environments

The ionic environment is usually formed by stripping in the target foil.

The degree of ionization is usually adequately represented by the "matching

principle" of Niels Bohr; all the electrons are effectively stripped for

which the «ean orbital velocity is smaller than th£ ionic translational

2E
velocity v; or, more precisely, for which: v>/ -^- , Ej being the binding

energy. We also have tc know the state of excitation of the ions.

Experience has shown that this can be reasonably well established by Beans

of a "matching width" which is associated with the matching condition. The

"matching width" can be deduced from 4^ (v) curves of the relative frequency

of the ion of degree of ionization i vs velocity,most of which have a logarithmic

width'of about a factor of two in velocity FWHM or a factor af four in ion

energy FWHM, or again a factor of two in energy HWHM.
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We consider, now, the main quantum number n:

For ions formed in the hydrogen-like state of ionization ,the first

excited state has a binding energy j times the ground state binding energy

and is well outside our postulated region of excitation. We

therefore expect such ions to be formed predominantly in their ground state.

This is indeed found to be the case and one finds in such ions a dominant

unique hyperfine frequency <D' » as given by (lib). Time dependant measurements

for such ions were.conducted with plunger instruments and they are very well

described by the relation (11). These are inherently the cleanest and most

accurate hyperfine perturbation measurements. They are restricted only by

the limited range of applicability due to the very high recoil energies

required, energies that on the one hand tax the technical limits of

existing accelerators, and on the other hand lead to difficulties in the

detection and analysis of the de-excitation is in a regime of high excitation

energy.

In considering now more complex ions we find that He-like ions are

again expected to be preferentially in their ground state and therefore only

weakly perturbed compared to H-like ions.

For L.-like ions the ratio of the binding energy of the first excited to

ground state is close to j and we therefore expect a dominant n»2 population

with more admixture of higher n than found in H-like ions. There are

however, now close 2s and a 2x> levels, both of which are expected to be

populated, wi
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populated, with a total of four hyperfine frequencies.

For Be-like and all the way to F-like ions the n=2 shell is still expected

to be dominant, with relatively little excitation to n >_ 3. However, for all

such ions there are a great many levels within the n = 2 shell and all of

these are copiously excited. Moreover, many of these levels have I > o

and have therefore a large number of hyperfine frequencies associated with

them according to (S)»and the frequency spectrum is quite complex.

For ions with ground states in the n = 3 shell excitation of the n = 4

shell is significant and the spectrun evidently gets progressively more complex

for higher electron number.

In most of these ions it is difficult to compute the hyperfine interaction

from first principles due to both the complexity of the spectrum and the

difficulty in computing the relevant hyperfine fields.

In such ions one would like to attempt a different approach: to carry out

measurements involving a state of known g-factor and use it as a direct

calibration of the hyperfine field. It is, however, quite obvious that this

is not at all a straightforward procedure because,due to the complexity of

the spectrum, the hyperfine field does not factor out. Special experimental

arrangements are required to furnish a factorization of the perturbation into

a nuclear and .an ionic part. We shall describe one such method in the sequel.

Recoil into gas: collisions

We now consider ions recoiling into gas and experiencing a series of

collisions with the gas molecules. In between the collisions the interaction

between the ion and the nucleus in its center is the same as in recoil in

vacuum, but during the collisions the ion interacts with the gas molecules and,

specifically, its angular momentum may be changed. We shall assume in the



following that every collision wipes out the memory of the preceding

history of the ion and reorients its angular momentum vector in a completely

random way. The correlation time over which the memory of the ion persists

is the average time between collisions and will be denoted by T .

It may be thought that the addition of gas collisions to an already

complex process will only complicate it further. We will, however, see that

the gas collisions introduce a number of salutary modifications and simplifi-

cations. Two of these can be readily perceived: as the ionic angular momentum

changes in every collision, the T, J, ? triangle is, as it were, reconstructed

after each collision, and the hard core limitation on the movement of T is

relaxed: as the collisions proceed, the vectors t and t will diffuse outward

from their initial orientation. In the course of the collisions the ion

will also fluctuate among various states, so that every nucleus will sample

essentially the whole gamut of hyperfine frequencies, and instead of different

nuclei experiencing different fields we now have all nuclei in an identical,

albeit complex, environment.

Due to the loss of memory in the collisions the perturbation process will

appear the same whatever starting time we chose. If we consider the

coefficients Ak as function of time we have:

We also
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of the v
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We also have:

(13)

In order to evaluate the parameters X, we consider the angular motion

of the vector f. This is an orderly precession in between collisions of

average angle U T T but in every collision the direction of motion is changed
J c

in a random manner and we therefore have a random walk in two dimensions of

unit step: d = u x and a number of steps: n * — during the time T
o J c T C

The mean square of the distance traversed in such a walk is given by:

~2~ 2 11In a directed walk we have instead; d » d * d n . We now see that

if M..,T « 1 we can modify the relation (10) in a way appropriate to arr' c

random walk perturbation:

. 2 , T , 2 ,2 T 2

cOMparin comparing this expression with (13) above we can evaluate

, k(k+l) 2
\ ' — UJ Tc



(13)

and:

Gk(t) - e"
k(k+l)

-T—
2

, k(k+l) 2
1+ —^J — (D. T T

t/Tc»

T/TC»

I -pp. ̂  « 1

(14)

(14a)

We no

that there

We then hav

where t.

These are the Abragam Pound relations for the specific case of hyperfine

Ml perturbation. We note that (14) (14a) do not depend on I or J and we

perceive that this is so because we have a diffusion process in which the

unit step is sufficiently small. However, the I dependence appears in the

condition of sufficient smallness:

<"FF' TC

and:

or more gen

as we have seen

replaced by:

j U ^ T uj an<^ t n e above condition can be

If we require a finite perturbation in (14) then this relation leads to:

ID. - t > 1
J I

We see that we can employ a given hyperfine field for the perturbation of levels

cither of short lifetimes or of high spin.

We ser

of the nuc

spectrum.

Anothc

relates to

of high spi

level i + i



We no

that there

We then hav

where t.

and:

F- Tc

(14)

(14a)

)f hyperfine

and we

nich the

rs in the

We now consider a complex hyperfine frequency spectrum and assume first

that there are two frequencies m, , u,7 with weights A^, A, respectively.

We then have:

Gk(t) = e
t22 t13

where t.. is the time associated with the frequency i, at its j-th occurrence.

we have : (!) tj.) / (I t2.) =

and:

-(AX + A7X7)t

or more ger. or nore generally:

(Uj)a)j d U j

We sec

of the nuc

spectrum.

Anothe

relates to

of high spi

level i • i

:an be

nds to:

(14b)

ation of levels

2 k(k+

Gk(t) = e

M ~> T + l "> ~>
*~ ' '"-^1 To g" t (15)

We see that within the Abragam Pound regime we get a complete factorization

of the nuclear and the ionic parameters even with a complex interaction frequency

spectrum.

Another important simplification associated with the Abragam Pound regime

relates to cascade transitions, such as are frequently encountered in the decay

of high spin states. If ,t̂  is the time at which the 1 vel i decayed to the

level i + 1 and if ti » T C for all i then:
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n(t)

GR(t) =
4 tl

The decay times t. will usually have to be averaged over, and it is

therefore just as convenient to consider g as a continuous variable and:

wit

an

with the val

with p measured

t t )

(16)

The col l is ion time x is given as function of pressure and ion velocity by:

TC (P,V)

where N is the number of gas molecules per unit volume , I is the mean free

path and o(v) the collision cross-section.

(17)

For not too deep shells and for simple gases o is of the order of

%.5 10" 1 6 cm . This yields a correlation time of H' 10"13 for v = O.Oi c

and at normal temperature and pressure.

We have: and:

The dependenr

on the state of

fast function o:

variables is, t.

Experimentali

either as functi

In a cascade:

Khat if the c

relations are not

can be perfonnec

Blume theory '

' J N(P(j) o(v) pv

We can therefore write (IS) as:

relation, and th

is to be expecte

angular momentum
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' gi xi
= 1
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^ variable

is

and

["he dependen-

c e state of

: functinn c:

ables i s , t.

Experimental i

er as functi

n a cascade:

d
' d

hat if the c

t ions are not

be performed

e theory65.

:ion, and tlv

i be expecte

ar momentum

(16)

(17)

is the mean free

ie order of

V for v = O.Oi c

Gt(t, p, v) = e 3

with

v
HCo)
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H g"t/(pv)

Pn

(IS]

and E = H (v,2)

with the value given above for o, with / -^— H(o) = 50 Megagauss and

with p measured in atmospheres and v in units of c, we have for E :

S «> 1.5 108 s"1

The dependence of H on v and Z is a consequence of its dependence

on the state of ionization. This, however, is a smooth and not very

fast function of the variables and the dependence of H on these

variables is, therefore, monotonic and not very steep.

Experimentally, the functional dependence of G. in (18) is traced out

either as function of time or as function of pressure.

In a cascade:

] 2, p, v) S [g(t)]

What if the conditions for the applicability of the Abragam Pound

relations are not fulfilled? For any given ionic state an exact calculation

can be performed free of any restrictions, with the aid of the Scherer-

Blume theory6'. For low values of x this theory deviates from the Abragam Pound

relation, and the attenuation is dependent on I ' and J, as

is to be expected. Outside of the Abragam-Pound regime the mean ionic

angular momentum 'becomes another important ionic parameter.

1
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For numerical estimates it is sometimes convenient to use a second

order approximation to the Scherer-Blume theory, the first order being

the Abragam-Pound relations. To this order the relations (14) (14a)

are replaced by:

ID, T T
J C

exhibiting the onset of the I, J dependence as well as a modification of

the k dependence from the characteristic k(k+l) Abragam-Pound dependence.

The tine dependence of the attenuation is still exponential in this

order. However, in a complex spectrua the perturbation cannot any longer

be completely factorized into nuclear and ionic components.

In this the

scattering of p

however, serio

It was found s

(up to a very

(19) zero ') where

the field vs.

(19a) dependence, wh'

free ion field

with them - qu

We shall, howe

dpendence can

In a limit

by the followI

Dynamic Magnetic Fields

Another promising method for measuring magnetic moments of high spin

states is based on the so-called "transient" or '.'dynamic" magnetic fields.

These are intense fields experienced by fast ions moving in magnetized

ferromagnets. The phenomenon was discovered in 1967 ' and it was then

tentatively escribed to the transient capture of polarised electrons into

deep ionic orbits. In 1971, a reasonably complete and qualitative theory

81
was presented by Lindhard and Winther which - with a certain ad hoc

adjustment - appeared to give a good account of the data then existing.

The direction

If the ion

precession ar.

here 46, g a

determined b
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scattering of p
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dependence, wh'

free ion field

with thea - qu

We shall, howe

dpendence can

In a linit

by the followi

a second

rder being

4) (14a)

•1)(2J»3)

ification of

id dependence.

lal in this

not any longer

In this theory the dynaaic field is assumed to arise out of the

scattering of polarized electrons on the aoving ion. In recent aeasureaents,

91
however, serious drawbacks in the Lindhard-Ninther theory case to light .

It was found specifically that the field increases with increasing velocity

(up to a very high value of the velocity after which it decreases down to

(19) zero ) whereas the Lindhard-Ninther theory predicts a steady decrease in

the field vs. velocity. Due largely to'the characteristic velocity

(19a) dependence, which parallels aore or less the velocity dependence of the

free ion field, notions of polarized capture are again surfacing, and

with thea - questions about a possible I - dependence of the dynaaic field.

We shall, however, see shortly that judging by our criteria, such an I -

dpendence can definitely be excluded in this case.

In a liaited range of velocities the dynaaic field can be described

by the following relationH).

•H(Z,v)* a1 Z( £-)

vo * e

The direction

If the ion

precession ar.

46

here 46, g a

determined b

•>

of high spin

agnetic fields

magnetized

it was then

electrons into

itative theory

ain ad hoc

en existing.

v * e , N is the density of polarized electrons, and a1 » 69(6).0 AT p

The direction of the field H is the direction of the aagnetization.

If the ions pass through a foil of thickness L, during a tiae t, the

precession angle of the nuclei is given by:

49 - f\dt ' ̂  g /lH dt « g ^ Si ' U g N /'vdt'

here 46, g and H are considered as absolute values. The sign of 46 is

determined by the direction of H, given above.
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T VQ B p

and specifically for iron foils, in convenient units:

(A9/mrad) >>. 0.34(3) x g Z(L/mg.cm"2)

Here the precession is produced in a sequence of many encounters with

the individual steps adding coherently. For a rough estimate of T C ,

the duration of a"unit step" - we use the relation (17) which we expect

to be approximately valid also in a solid. We then get:

4 -̂
T v % 10 mg-cra ". The "unit step" of the precession ,<i)tc , is •

therefore: % 3 10"8 g Z.and the quantity UT T of (14b) will be very
c J

small even for extreme values of the parameters.

Meas

Coulomt

foil an

or the

followi

" • > •

Experiments

Experiments of both types discussed here are in progress now in various

laboratories.

Experiments involving recoil in gas are usually carried out in conjunction

with (H T, xn ) reactions with the heavy partner in the reaction usually

serving as projectile, to attain maximum recoil velocity. The control of

the interaction time is achieved by means of a plunger arrangement where

the recoils are stopped after a given (and variable) recoil distance.

Through the Doppler effect one can distinguish between Y'S emitted in

flight and at rest ,and the latter are those emitted from nuclei which

experienced by hyperfine interaction for the entire duration of the flight

time to the stopper.
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Meas

Coulomt

foil an

or the

followi

Measurements with dynamic field are usually carried out following

Coulomb excitation, with the recoils passing through a magnetized iron

foil and the Y'S counted in coincidence with the scattered particles

or the recoiling nuclei. One measurement involving dynamic fields and

following excitation by a (HI ,xn) reaction is now also in progress.

any encounters with

•stiaate of T C ,

7) which we expect

et:

on ,UT , is•

C14b) will be very

ogress now in various

t̂ -ied out in conjunction
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